Abstract:

The application of appropriate technology represents a visible approach to achieve sustainability in building construction. It emphasizes that "appropriate technology" is a multidisciplinary process of many socio-economical, organizational, technical & environmental aspects.

This presentation reviews a concept of "Appropriate Building Technology" developed by the author earlier, composing of all application phases of building construction process: design, production, construction and marketing. The Quarto concept of appropriate technology depends on meeting the criteria of all involved parties: the intervener/designer, the producer of building materials & components, the builder/contractor and the intervener/promoter.

This concept was used to develop innovative sustainable building methods for low rise traditional building in the Middle East. Two inventions of the author in the field of building construction would be presented. Both inventions apply earlier criteria to achieve environmental residential lower cost buildings.

The first is “Easy-build cut stone wall laying method”, which employs natural cut stone blocks, rather than manufactured bricks or blocks. It is an Innovative process of wall bearing masonry, using developed semi-dry Flemish bond in an interlocking arrangement. This method was published by the US patent office; US20140245679A1.

The second is “Vaulted floor slab technique & method”, which minimizes the use of steel and cement in traditional concrete structures. Two graded-cost proposals could be achieved; the first reduces steel to 10%, where prefab joists are used similar to jack-arch concept, however arches are made of ordinary insitu-concrete. Concrete cast depend on reusable modular adjustable form. The second proposal eliminates the use of steel and cement as well, by using brick arches instead of previous RC joists. Abounded local Lime pozolana is casted instead of ordinary
concrete.
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